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Ordinals are said to occur high in the DP-spine, before other adjectives (see a.o. Alexiadou 2001, 

2003; Alexiadou, Haegeman & Stavrou 2007; Alexiadou & Wilder 1998; Cinque 2010; Sleeman 

1996, Svenonius 2008). Dutch data from the Corpora from the Web (COW; Schäfer 2015, Schäfer 

& Bildhauer 2012) show that ordinals and superlatives can occur in either order:  

 

(1)  a. De tweede hoogste berg ‘the second highest mountain’ (7,180 occurrences) 

b. De hoogste tweede berg ‘the highest second mountain’ (1,807 occurrences) 

 

On the basis of Dutch corpus data and German compound distribution, I propose that further 

refinements are needed in the cartography of DP, for three reasons: (i) in a focus-analysis, it is not 

clear which order should be derived from the other; (ii) there is no difference in restrictiveness of 

either the superlative or the ordinal between (1a) and (1b); (iii) ordinals can occur not only in the 

DP-spine, but also inside the extended adjectival phrase of the superlative itself. (2a,b) represent 

the readings for (1a,b) respectively: 

 

(2) a. [second [highest mountain]]   b. [highest [second mountain]] 

 

An analysis for (2b) could be (3): highest originates lower but moves over second into a landing 

site for focused adjectives, call it Spec of KindP (see Svenonius 2008): 

 

(3) [KiP highest [Ki0 [SortP second [Sort0 [nP highest [n0 [√P table]]]]]]] 

 

However, it is not clear from the meaning of (2a) and (2b) which order should be derived from the 

other; both could be considered focus constructions, semantically. Both invoke a set of alternatives 

and single out a referent. Neither can we posit different base locations for either the ordinal or the 

superlative based on differences in restrictiveness as is the discriminating factor in for example 

Cinque (2010). 

There is a second possible reading for (1a), which is unavailable for (1b): 

 

(4) [second highest] mountain 

 

This reading ranks mountains according to highness. The ordinal thus directly modifies the 

superlative. Following Corver (1997), for this reading I propose the structure in (5):  

 

(5) [DP de [FP [DEGP Deg0 [QP tweede [hoog-ste [AP hoog]]]] [F [NP berg]]]] 

 

In (5), tweede hoogste is an extended adjectival phrase consisting of AP plus two functional layers: 

QP, the superlative in Q0; head movement of A0 to Q0, and the ordinal in SpecQP. The ordinal has 

no such slot available and cannot be modified in the same way. The German equivalent of (1a), 



der zweite höchste Berg, can only have the reading in (2a). For (4), German requires compounding 

(see 6), corroborating the close relation between the ordinal and the superlative in this reading. 

 

(6) der zweithöchste Berg 

 

In conclusion, any cartographic attempt at defining the predetermined locations for prenominal 

modifiers needs to take into account the following facts: (i) Superlatives and ordinals can occur in 

either order in Dutch; (ii) ordinals can be situated inside the extended projection of a superlative; 

(iii) neither a focus-analysis nor differences in restrictiveness can account for the cooccurrence of 

both orders. 
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